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• Abstract (300 words):

This explorative paper rethinks digital placemaking and urban digital transformation with an example of Apple’s “town square” plan. A term without consensus on its definition, digital placemaking is an emerging phenomenon that describes the integration of digital technologies into urban environments. It is integral to the digital transformation of the urban public spaces concerning how the places are planned, designed, programmed and inhabited. This paper utilizes urban assemblage thinking (Guattari & Deleuze, 1987; Dovey, 2012) and the concept of oligopticon (Latour, 2007, 2012) to examine a thwarted “town square” deal between Apple Inc. and Federation Square, Melbourne’s significant public space. It sees Apple “town square” as an intricate form of digital placemaking that reveals contemporary challenges faced with urban public spaces and cultural institutions. These challenges include architectural, business, digital and ultimately public issues. For Arendt (1958), power does not only exist in concert but also suggests potential and temporary characteristics. Therefore, as a paradigmatic Western
political organization, city-states remain the most crucial material pre-requisite for power. This paper urges urban placemakers and governments to examine not only technological applications and data policies, but also the value systems that guide urban decision-making processes. In doing so, it provides new insights into how urban governments can engage with digital technologies and contributes to the ongoing discussions in Science and Technology Studies (STS).
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